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1997 Tuition Increase Communication Timeline (REVISED: 1/7/97)
While, overall, tuition will increase at a lower rate than in 1996, the nature of 1997 tuition
increases varying by schools necessitates a slightly new approach for communicating with
students.
The recommendation is to:
· Use the newsletters in place to communicate with Mundelein, Law and Graduate School
students. (However, with December resignation oflaw school communication specialist,
the Law Bulletin may not be possible and a letter would have to be substituted. NOTE:
John Byrne, now in Mundelein College, will produce an issue of the law bulletin.)
· To communicate with Education, Business, Nursing and Social Work students, one-page schoolspecific letters are to be sent to students' homes under the signature of the deans.
--Public relations is writing in collaboration with deans and coordinating production using
the new AMS system to merge personal salutations and print letters from electronic
letterhead with electronic signatures, mailing via a mailing house.
--President's office is picking up costs.
(School of Medicine dean to be apprised of plan and encouraged to send own letter to
medical students. NOTE: no need, they say tuition did not increase.)
One-page letters (signed by President Piderit) also must be sent to the homes of undergraduate
students since CrossCampus no longer is printed in traditional newsletter format
--Public relations is writing in consultation with president and enrollment management,
coordinating production and mailing via AMS system and a mailing house.
--President's office is picking up the cost.
· Information also will be included in content on the CrossCampus Web site and in one-page
photocopies distributed on campus.
Open meetings with students were poorly attended in the past; it is recommended these be
eliminated this year. We will keep this option open if feedback from deans indicates we
need to hold these forums.
· Full tuition information will be included in the Jan. 23 issue of Loyola World.

SCHEDULE:
Dec. 6--Trustees confirm tuition recommendations.
[Dec. 12-18--Director of Internal Communication Monica Walk must receive bulk of tuition
information from trustee meeting, and supporting data from Enrollment Management.
Identification of key messages. ]
Dec. 16--VP Sara Foley and Director Monica Walk outline communication plan to deans at prescheduled meeting, enlist their help in scheduled mailings; ask about comprehensiveness of
their student e-mail lists; alert them to need for obtaining mailing labels, deans' stationery,
etc. for traditional mailing, etc.

Jan. 2--E-mail to deans from Sara Foley recapping Dec. 16 meeting and reminding that
information must be kept confidential for competitive reasons until communication plan is
carried out in January.
[Jan. 10--Content for letters and newsletters must be done to facilitate printing and readying for
mailing.)
Jan. 13 or 14--PR media staff meets with Phoenix writer for Jan. 22 issue; Rowan and
WiserlWalker are sources; second meeting with student government leaders.
[Jan. 15.--Deadline for Loyola World.]
Jan. 17--E-mail to faculty, staff, deans/administrators outlining basics of communication and
asking them to watch for details in Loyola World.
Jan. 21-- Broadcast e-mail to undergraduate students on student server (others schools are not
separated out ofLSC and WTC servers, day before Phoenix issue.

Jan. 22--· Letters sent to undergraduates' homes
· Letters sent to homes of Social Work, Education, Business, Nursing students
· Otherwise and Graduate Bulletin mailed to students' homes.
· Law Bulletin printed and available at school
[phoenix issue date]
Jan. 23--Loyola World issue date
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You'll recall from my short presentation about our tuition communication at the Dec. 16 deans
and administrators meeting that the costs associated with printing and delivering school-specific
letters to students need to be funded by the graduate and professional schools ...that while Public
Relations is able to provide professional communication planning and actual content at no charge
to the schools, we are not staffed or funded to handle the entire process. I did hear some concern
expressed about completing the mailing process, since your offices already carry heavy
workloads. I empathize, and spurred by concern to ensure we communicate the tuition increase
to our varied student populations in the most comprehensive and timely way, I've been exploring
options for outsourcing the printing and mailing processes.
Early to mid next week, I expect to supply you with estimates of the costs for printing, labeling,
stuffing and mailing the letters, including postage. While the costs still need to be absorbed by
your school/college budgets, I wanted to find a way to help you--and the university--communicate
this hard news more easily. If you choose the outsourcing options, Public Relations will be able
to provide some liaison assistance with the service providers. If you feel comfortable with your
ability to handle the Jan. 22 mailing from your office, you may not be interested in this
information. However, you may want to start getting labels and envelopes prepared so that
information can go out efficiently.
These estimates on outsourcing the mailings will be for letters under the signatures of the deans of
law, graduate education, graduate business, graduate nursing and social work. Messages from the
deans of The Graduate School and Mundelein College will be included in the schools' newsletters,
already funded and mailed by the schools. In both media, information about tuition will be
communicated by the deans since we know graduate and professional students identify themselves
more with their specific schools and programs than with the university as a whole. Undergraduate
students (including arts and sciences, nursing, business and education) will receive a letter from
the president.
As promised, Gail Mansfield and I will be in contact with you today and early next week to
personalize the content of all messages.
Regards,
Monica Walk
Director, internal communication
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